
The following BIAC uniform items are available to purchase. The prices are approximate since they 
depend on the quantity of items that we order at any given time. 

BIAC Splash Jacket
It’s a Hytrell JL rowing jacket - black with royal 
blue panels up the sides and under the arms. 
Royal blue contrast thread at the section seams 
and kelly green at the collar. The jacket has a 
front kangaroo pocket with zippers at either side 
and knit cuffs. The BIAClogo is embroidered on 
the front left chest and “BIAC Bair Island Aquatic 
Center” is printed across the back. 

~$130.00
Optional embroidered name either on the back 
of the neck (for rowers) or at the right chest (for 
cox’ns)

~$5.00

BIAC Race Uni or Tank
BIAC team uniform from JL. The uni has a black bottom and racerback top 
sporting the BIAC royal  blue and kelly green diagonal design. The BIAC logo is 
embroidered on the back center of the top.

Uni     ~$78.00
Tank   ~$56.00      

Black JL polypro trou for use with tank
~$35.00

BIAC Team Warm Up Shirt
Long sleeve JL warm up shirt with 1/4 zip at the neck. Black coolmax material 
with transverse kelly green and royal blue stripe down the arm (matches our 
oars).  BIAC is embroidered at the left front neck.

   ~$44.00      
Optional name embroidered at back of neck

~$5.00

BIAC Cap
SewSporty’s comfortable low profile baseball cap in black with BIAC in royal 
blue over crossed oars on the front and horizontal oars above the adjust-
able back opening. Oars shown match our old blade design. New caps will 
have current blade design.

~$12.00

BIAC Logo Gear
Winter 2007Next order date:



Fill out necessary information and return form to Alexandra Ohlson either through email 
(alexandra@slgroup.com) or via regular post (666 Tennyson Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94301)
I will place the order at the next group order date and will contact you for payment.

BIAC Logo Gear
order form

Name        

Address        

Phone Number or Email        

BIAC Program Name        

JL Sizing information:
If you have purchased from JL in the past and are sure of your sizing indicate it here:

     Top: _______             Bottom:____________

Otherwise, please provide your actual measurements and JL will calculate the appropriate size.

men:  waist measurement (not pant size) __________  chest measurement: ______________

women: bra size: ______  pant size: _______  actual waist: ________ actual hip: __________

both:   height: _________  weight: _________

comment: _________________________________________________(ex: long waisted, etc)
If you have any questions about filling out sizing information, please visit the JL web site for guid-
ance at: http://www.jlracing.com  and then hit “sizing” and then hit “sizing worksheets”

BIAC Jacket ❑

    optional embroidered name  ❑

    name to use:      

BIAC uniform  ❑      uni     tank

   basic black trou  ❑  (for use with tank)

BIAC warm up shirt  ❑

   optional embroidered name  ❑

   name to use:      

BIAC cap (one size)  ❑


